### Embed Widget Usage

Use any third party embed code to view content within SMART Notebook. Use this widget with things like YouTube videos, Animoto, SkyDrive, Google Docs, or any other site that utilizes embed code.

1. Locate and copy the necessary embed code
2. Click the settings icon in the top-left corner of the widget
3. Paste the embed code in the embed code textbox
4. Click OK

### joliPuzzle Usage

Create your own puzzle using any image of your choosing.

1. Drag an image onto the page to create your puzzle
2. Set the number of rows and columns to change the difficulty
3. Click Shuffle to begin

Original will show you the finished product. Numbers will add a number to each tile to help in the solving process.

### Grid Widget Usage

Practice grid coordinates. Add coordinates to the grid and see the coordinate points appear automatically. As more points are added, a line connects them automatically. *Note:* You can only add whole number plot points, no decimal values are accepted.

Adding Grid Coordinates:

- **Method 1:** Tap the grid to add a point and see the coordinate show up.
- **Method 2:** Use the pen to draw a point or a line to add multiple points.
- Click on a point or a coordinate pair to highlight its corresponding part.
- Use the settings command to change the X and Y labels and values.
- Use the insert command to insert the currently selected coordinate pair onto the Notebook page.